LIST OF GRAPHS

1. Sex wise Distribution of Pts.
2. Relation of Sex with Upasham.
3. Desh wise Distribution of Pts.
4. Relation of Desh with Upasham.
5. Distribution of Pts. According to Age Group.
6. Relation of Age Group with Upasham.
8. Relation of Prakruti with Upasham.
10. Relation of Satva with Upasham.
11. Distribution of Pts. According to Type of Vata.
12. Relation of Type of Vata with Upasham.
13. Relation of Severity of Shool with Upasham.
14. Distribution of Pts. According to Type of Shool.
15. Relation of type of Shool with Upasham.
17. Relation of Shool Sthan with Upasham.
18. Group wise Upasham (Group -A).
20. Group wise Upasham (Group -C).
21. a) Comparison of Upasham. b) Mean Efficacy